Encrypting data in unprotected memory has gained much interest lately for digital rights protection and security reasons. Counter Mode is a well-known encryption scheme. It is a symmetric-key encryption scheme based on any block cipher, e.g. AES. The scheme's encryption algorithm uses a block cipher, a secret key and a counter (or a sequence number) to generate an encryption pad which is XORed with the data stored in memory. Like other memory encryption schemes, this method suffers from the inherent latency of decrypting encrypted data when loading them into the onchip cache. One solution that parallelizes data fetching and encryption pad generation requires the sequence numbers of evicted cache lines to be cached on-chip. On-chip sequence number caching can be successful in reducing the latency at the cost of a large area overhead.
INTRODUCTION
There is a growing interest in creating secure software execution environment that combines the strengths of cryptography and secure operating systems to fight against attacks on software copyrights [12, 13, 20, 21, 25, 26] or to counter malicious buffer overflow and code injection exploits [6] . One critical design component of these security systems is memory encryption that provides protection for program and data privacy. For such security systems, memory encryption often lies at the center of protection. It is primarily used to create a security platform to obstruct softwarebased exploits or to construct a network security system to avoid code injection attacks. For example, a security system can feature a security co-processor to provide protection on data privacy. Important information and dynamic data can be encrypted or sealed by the secure co-processor when they are stored in memory. Another interesting application is to use memory encryption against remote code injection attack [6] . The technique presented in this paper, though discussed in the context of a secure processor with an integrated crypto-engine, can be extended to many scenarios of a security system design that uses memory encryption. The actual memory encryption can be performed either in software, co-processor, or in an integrated crypto-engine. However, since memory encryption is often a component of a security system, we do not elaborate on how to create a specific security system for a specific goal using memory encryption in this paper.
One crucial performance challenge of memory encryption is the decryption latency. Fast protection schemes based on counter mode encryption were introduced recently to meet this challenge as counter mode allows parallel execution of encrypted data fetching and decryption pad generation [20, 25] . But, a counter (also called sequence number) associated with each data block has to be cached inside the secure processor to exploit such parallelism enabled by counter mode. When the sequence number is missing in the on-chip cache, it needs to be brought back to the secure processor, then used to generate the corresponding encryption OTP using a block cipher. The whole process often takes hundreds of cycles to complete before the resultant OTP can be used for decryption data. Incorporating a large size sequence number cache inside the processor may help reduce the latency, however, by paying a substantial area overhead.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique called OTP prediction for addressing the long decryption latency issue. OTP prediction tackles the latency problem by using idle decryption engine cycles to predict sequence numbers and speculatively pre-compute their corresponding OTPs for missed memory blocks. The advantages of OTP prediction over sequence number caching are twofold. First, OTP prediction has far less demand on chip area than sequence number caching. Second, OTP prediction is far more effective in hiding memory fetch latency than sequence number caching. Performance analysis shows a significant improvement in both prediction rate and IPC using OTP prediction. We show that OTP prediction without any sequence number cache outperforms a large 512KB sequence number cache in many cases. In addition, we also propose and evaluate several prediction optimization techniques that can approach perfect prediction of sequence numbers. This means that using OTP prediction and given that the OTP generation latency is less than the memory latency, we can support memory protection without loss of performance. Note that unlike sequence number caching, all the performance improvement is achieved with little area overhead since OTP prediction is not based on caching, rather, it uses idle pipeline stages of decryption engine to speculate and pre-compute OTPs required for decrypting incoming memory blocks. The major contributions of this work are:
• We propose a novel OTP prediction and precomputation framework that successfully hides the latency overhead of fetching counter mode encrypted data from memory.
• We propose a unique adaptive OTP prediction mechanism that can predict both the static and infrequently updated data and the frequently updated dynamic data.
• We evaluate two OTP prediction optimization techniques:
Two-level OTP prediction and Context-based OTP prediction. Both can improve the OTP misprediction rate substantially. Two-level prediction uses a range predictor that first predicts the relative range of a sequence number. Then the regular OTP prediction is carried out in that predicted range. Context-based prediction maintains a relative sequence number of the most recent memory access in a history register and uses it to generate predictions in addition to the regular OTP prediction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the concept of counter mode in general and its application to secure processor design. Section 3 describes our OTP prediction and precomputation framework followed by security analysis in Section 4. We then evaluate and analyze the performance of our proposed techniques and optimizations from Section 5 to Section 8. Section 9 discusses prior work and finally, Section 10 concludes our work.
COUNTER MODE SECURITY

Counter mode encryption
Counter mode encryption is a common symmetric-key encryption scheme [7] . It uses a block cipher (e.g. AES [8] ), a keyed invertible transform that can be applied to short fixed-length bit strings. To encrypt with the counter mode, one starts with a plaintext P, a counter cnt, a block cipher E, and a key. An encryption bitstream (OTP) of the form E(key, cnt) || E(key, cnt+1) || E(key, cnt+2) ...|| E(key, cnt+n-1) is generated as shown in Figure 1 stream is XORed with the plaintext bit string P, producing the encrypted string ciphertext C. To decrypt, the receiver computes the same pad used by the sender based on the same counter and key, XORs the pad with C, then restores the plaintext P. P is padded, if necessary, to facilitate the OTP length. Counter mode is known to be secure against chosen-plaintext attacks, meaning the ciphertexts hide all partial information about the plaintexts, even if some a priori information about the plaintext is known. This has been formally proved in [3] . Security holds under the assumptions that the underlying block cipher is a pseudo-random function family (this is conjectured to be true for AES) and that a new unique counter value is used at every step. Thus a sequence number, a time stamp or a random number can be used as an initial counter. Note that the counter does not have to be encrypted. As most encryption modes, counter mode is malleable and thus is not secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks. For example, flipping one bit in a ciphertext results in the flipped bit in the plaintext. Also, counter mode does not provide authentication (integrity) of the data. For these reasons an additional measure such as message authentication code (MAC) should be used. If a secure MAC is applied to the counter mode ciphertext during the encryption and is verified during the decryption process, then the resulting scheme provides authentication and integrity, is non-malleable and is secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks. This is formally proved in [4] . As pointed out by [15] , most other perceived disadvantages of counter mode are invalid, and are caused by lack of knowledge.
Counter mode security architecture
Memory encryption schemes based on counter mode were employed for its high efficiency by prior proposed security architectures [20, 25] . In these schemes, a counter 1 is associ- Figure 2 . Whenever a cache line is evicted from the secure processor, the corresponding counter is incremented and the result is forwarded to the crypto-engine to generate the OTP for the evicted cache line. Meanwhile, the corresponding counter value in the memory is updated. When an encrypted memory block is fetched, the corresponding counter must be fetched first from the memory to regenerate the OTP for decryption. As we mentioned earlier the counters do not need to be encrypted because the security strength of counter mode does not rely on their secrecy [3] . Unlike other regular block cipher based direct memory encryption schemes that serialize line fetching and decryption process, the potential advantage offered by counter mode is that it overlaps the OTP generation with fetching of encrypted program and data [20, 25] . However, to computer the OTP for a fetched cache line, the counter needs to be fetched from the memory first, eliminating the advantage of OTP pre-computation.
In [20, 25] , a small sequence number (or counter) cache is used to cache counter values on-chip to exploit this advantage of counter mode architecture. In practice, however, these specialized caches do not hide decryption latency effectively because its hit rate does not grow steadily with its size. One possible explanation of this "plateau" effect of the sequence number cache is that the sequence number cache may contain (multiple) very large working sets . A small cache of several Kbytes may be enough to capture the first working set, but other working sets might be too large to be captured by a sequence number cache of tens or even hundreds of Kbytes. In other words, the area cost to improve the hit rate via simple caching can be prohibitively high.
We propose an alternative solution via prediction and precomputation to hide memory latency more effectively with minimal area overhead. The premise is that predictable counters are often used to generate the encryption OTP deterministically using some standard encryption function. Hence one can speculate the counter value and pre-compute the OTP before the counter is loaded from memory. It is important to point out that even though the counter value is deterministic and predictable, the cryptographic function used to generate the OTP is not. These functions involve a secret key only known to the processor itself. It is computationally infeasible for adversaries to predict the OTP even with a known counter value.
There are some assumptions behind a security processor times referred to as sequence number, nonce, initial vector. We will use sequence number or counter interchangeably throughout this paper.
in general for protecting software and data privacy. As mentioned earlier, memory encryption is the central component for building a variety of security systems, ranging from hardware-based tamper-resistant system, to systems countering remote or local software exploits on user data. Throughout this paper, we present our latency hiding techniques applied to memory encryption in the context of tamper resistant system supported with an integrated cryptoengine as shown in Figure 2 . Nonetheless, the techniques can be generalized to other security systems based on memory encryption as well. We highlight the assumptions of our security processor model below based on prior security architecture frameworks [13, 19, 20] .
• Like any other encryption mode, counter mode encryption itself does not provide integrity protection. Extra or additional measures such as Hash/MAC tree for integrity protection [21] must be used together with counter mode encryption.
• We assume a trusted OS kernel and a secure boot [1] that protect and properly manage security-related process context during context switch and interrupt handling [13, 21] . Proper management means maintaining privacy of information related to a protected process 2 . Methods for creating a trusted nucleus such as secure boot and secure kernel have been studied before [1] .
• In a multiprogrammed environment, dynamic data of each process is protected with different cryptographic keys.
The above list of assumptions is by no means complete. But, it is important to note that many of these assumptions are design specific. For example, if the goal of a secure system is to use memory encryption to prevent remote code injection attacks [6] or countering malicious scan of memory space using illegitimate software, many of these assumptions are not needed.
OTP PREDICTION AND PRECOMPUTA-TION
In this section we explain the concept behind OTP prediction and pre-computation 3 . We first explain the technique using our proposed regular sequence number prediction algorithm and we point out a potential performance issue for the regular sequence number prediction. Next, we discuss a simple modification to the regular prediction scheme to redress the potential performance problem. It is also important to note that OTP prediction can be tied with any scheme based on stream cipher such as those discussed in [20, 25] .
Regular OTP prediction
The concept of OTP prediction and pre-computation can be understood from the time-lines shown in Figure 4 . We assume that the memory access latency and the encryption OTP generation latency are comparable 4 . We also assume Figure 3 . The input block of the AES is a concatenation of a 64-bit virtual address and a 64-bit sequence number. For 32-bit architecture, the virtual address is padded to 64-bit. The timeline of Figure 4 (a) shows a scenario when fetching a cache line in a baseline security architecture without any support to accelerate the decryption process. It is obvious that the crypto-engine pipeline sits idle for the whole time between the time when the request is sent to the memory and the time when the sequence number is returned. Now suppose that in our architecture the sequence number of a given cache line is predictable and only depends on the page the cache line is associated with. We will justify our claim later. Figure 4 (b) shows the timeline of our framework. A certain number of sequence number guesses, G1, G2, ..., Gx, can be tried and passed to the crypto-engine for pre-computing their corresponding OTPs while the actual memory request is being sent to memory. Since the AES cipher is pipelined, the predicted and precomputed OTPs will be available around the time the actual sequence number is obtained from memory. The precomputed OTPs are represented as E(Key,G1),E(Key,G2)... in the Figure 4(b) . When the actual sequence number returns, we check it against all the guessed numbers. If one of them matches, in our case G3, we already have the encryption pad E(key,G3) for G3. We can now directly obtain the plaintext by XORing the pre-computed OTP with the encrypted cache line fetched. The rationale of our scheme is to utilize the idle time of the crypto-engine pipeline for pre-computing several OTPs and thus hide the memory access latency if one of the speculations succeeds. To demonstrate its difference from prior art, Figure 4 (c) shows the sequence number caching technique. A sequence number cache stores a finite set of sequence numbers for evicted lines. If a request hits the sequence number cache, the sequence number is obtained and the OTP generation can begin much before the cache line returns from memory. For a sequence number cache miss, the decryption process will be serialized similar to the baseline scenario. One issue of sequence number caching is the hit rate, which can be substantially reduced when the working set is large or in-between context switches. Another issue is the potential large hardware overhead dedicated to the sequence number storage for achieving decent hit rates. It should be kept in mind that the area overhead of our scheme is minimal compared to the caching scheme for we only need a small buffer to store the pre-computed OTPs. We will show in our results that the benefit we receive with our optimized design cannot be achieved even with a very large sequence number cache. Our scheme is also complementary to the sequence number cache. We can combine them in a design to gain benefits offered by both. Now we elaborate our prediction architecture in details. Figure 5 shows the design of our OTP prediction and precomputation mechanism. A root OTP sequence number is assigned to each virtual memory page by a hardware ran- Each TLB entry is tagged with the root sequence number of the corresponding page. Whenever a dirty line is evicted from the secure processor, the sequence number associated with the corresponding line is incremented. For each missing cache line, a request for the line itself and its associated sequence number is sent to memory. Simultaneously, the prediction logic takes the root OTP sequence number associated with the virtual page, and inserts a few sequence number guesses into the request queue. The pipelined cryptoengine takes each request and computes its corresponding encryption OTP. Upon the receipt of the correct sequence number from memory, the processor compares it with the set of sequence number predictions. If a match is found, then the corresponding pre-computed OTP is used to decrypt the fetched memory data. If no match can be found, the cryptopipeline will take the newly received sequence number and computes its OTP, same as baseline. In summary, OTP prediction effectively hides the latency of encryption pad generation by speculatively pre-computes encryption pads using speculated sequence numbers.
Sequence number prediction is based on the observation, that during the whole lifetime a physical memory page is bound to a virtual memory page, many of its cache lines are only updated a very small number of times. Our profiling study of SPEC benchmarks indicates that many lines are rarely updated during the entire process lifetime, in other words, when a cache line missing the L2 cache, its sequence number is very likely to be within a small range of the first time initialized random sequence number associated with that memory page. Regular OTP prediction is designed to predict sequence numbers associated with static and infrequently updated data.
Adaptive OTP prediction for frequently updated data
There is a concern about the performance of OTP prediction over a large time window of execution. It is reasonable to suspect that prediction rate may drop as data are frequently updated. To address this issue, a dynamic prediction rate tracking and sequence number reset mechanism is proposed. The purpose of this mechanism is to identify those virtual pages with low prediction rate caused by frequent memory updates and reset its page root sequence number to a new random value so that high predictability can be maintained.
Prediction tracking is performed in hardware using a scheme as follows. There is a 16 bit prediction history vector (PHV) for each memory page. The PHV records hit or miss of the last 16 sequence number prediction on cache lines of the associated page. Every time a cache line is loaded from memory, the PHV of that page is updated by shifting the new prediction result into the vector. (1 for misprediction and 0 for hit). When the total number of mispredictions of the last 16 predictions is greater than a threshold, the root sequence number associated with that page will be reset to a new randomly generated number. After reset, blocks of the involved page will use this new number for OTP generation next time when it is evicted from the L2.
The adaptive predictor requires the ability to test whether a sequence number used by a cache line is counted based on the current root sequence number. Note that this function does not have to be 100% accurate because a wrong test result will only cause reset of the sequence number. A simple implementation is to use the distance between a sequence number and the current root sequence number as a criteria. To decide whether a sequence number started its count from the current root sequence number, its distance to the current root is calculated. If the distance is negative or too large, the sequence number is considered counting from an old root sequence number. If a mismatch is detected, the corresponding cache line will reset its sequence number to the current root sequence number.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
We discuss a few issues about OTP prediction security in this section.
• Security is guaranteed by the security analysis provided in [3] since we did not modify the counter mode encryption scheme itself, but rather showed how to decrease the long decryption process latency via architectural techniques.
• In OTP prediction, different memory blocks of the same page may use the same sequence number. This, however will not weaken security. When the OTP is generated, the address is used together with the sequence number and a prefix-padding. Since each memory block has a different address, the resultant OTP will be different for different memory blocks. Knowing OTP of a particular memory block does not reveal any information about the OTPs of other blocks of the same page.
• The root sequence number is set and reset using a hardware random number generator. For the sequence number to wrap-around, it has to be incremented 2 64 times. This equals hundreds of years under current processor clock speed.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND IM-PLEMENTATION
Simulation framework
Our simulation framework is based on SimpleScalar 3.0 running SPEC2000 INT and FP benchmark programs compiled with -O3 option. We implemented architecture support for OTP Prediction and root sequence number history over SimpleScalar's out-of-order Alpha simulator. We also integrated an accurate DRAM model [9] to improve the system memory modeling, in which bank conflicts, page miss, row miss are all modeled following the PC SDRAM specification. The architectural parameters used for performance evaluation are listed in Table 1 . To model OTP prediction faithfully, we added memory profiling support to SimpleScalar that keeps track of memory transactions for evaluating OTP prediction, such as number of times a memory block is evicted from L2 cache, the sequence number assigned to each virtual page, and etc. Each benchmark is fast-forwarded at least 4 billion instructions and simulated in a representative place according to SimPoint [18] for 400M instructions in performance mode. During fast-forwarding, L1 cache, L2 cache, sequence number cache, sequence number prediction mechanism are simulated. The profiled memory status is also updated during fast-forwarding. To study the performance sensitivity of OTP prediction optimization, we also run each benchmark in a simplified mode that simulates the memory hierarchy and OTP prediction for 8 billion instructions. We used 16 bits for the prediction history window. By default, the sequence number of each virtual page is reset if the number of prediction misses over the last 16 is greater than or equal to 12. The prediction depth, that is the number of guesses generated for each missing sequence number, is set to 5. We also use a prediction swing of 3 for context-based prediction to be discussed in Section 7.4. Per-page root sequence numbers require small storage space. Given a 64-bit sequence number and 256 page entries cached, the total cost of storing root sequence numbers is about 2KB. Also, to simulate the effect of OS and system, dirty lines of caches are flushed every 25million cycles. Furthermore, we subset the SPEC simulations for those with high L2 misses. All the benchmarks are simulated under the security setting that data privacy must be protected.
Block cipher implementation
The AES cipher processes 128-bit data blocks by using key lengths of 128, 192 and 256 bits. It is based on a round function, which is iterated 10 times for a 128-bit length key, 12 times for a 192-bit key, and 14 times for a 256-bit key. Each round consists of four stages. The first stage is subbytes transformation. This is a non-linear byte substitution for each byte of the block. The second stage known as shiftrows transformation, cyclically shifts (permutes) the bytes within ). The fourth stage is addroundkey transformation. It adds the round key with the block of data. For high throughput and high speed hardware implementation, AES is often unrolled and with each round pipelined into multiple pipeline stages (4-7) to achieve high decryption/encryption throughput [10, 16, 11] . The minimal total area of unrolled and pipelined Rijndael is about 100K -150K gates to achieve 15-20Gbit/sec throughput [11] . Based on our real verilog implementation and synthesis results, each round of pipelined AES takes about 5nsec -6nsec using 0.18 µ standard cell library. In this study, the default latency is 96ns for 256-bit AES.
EVALUATION OF ADAPTIVE OTP PRE-DICTION
In this section we summarize the prediction rates and IPC results of adaptive OTP prediction. The results are collected for two L2 cache sizes, 256KB and 1MB. Choosing a 256KB L2 cache is not only representative for many contemporary machines but also appropriate for our evaluation given the SPEC benchmark suite is known to have relative small working set.
OTP prediction rate over large execution time
One concern about OTP prediction is that its performance over execution time or its capability to predict dynamic data. To answer this question, we simulated performance of OTP prediction over a relatively large time window, 8 billion instructions. We also used two different sequence number cache sizes, 128KB, and 512KB, for our reference comparison. Figure 7 shows the sequence number hit rates for different sequence number cache sizes and our OTP prediction. As the results indicate, the hit rate of sequence number cache is relatively low even with a decent sized 128KB sequence number cache. The results also indicate that sequence number prediction can achieve good prediction rate over a long execution window. The average prediction rate is 82%, higher than that of a 128KB or a 512KB sequence number cache. Figure 8 shows the same comparison with a 1MB L2. Similarly, OTP prediction also achieves a better performance than sequence number caching for a fairly large L2. The average prediction rate is 80% compared to 57% for a 128KB sequence number cache. The results also verify the initial assumption that sequence numbers tend to have large working set. One possible explanation is that for the sequence number cache to perform well, the processor has to miss on the same memory block many times within a short time window before the sequence number is evicted from the sequence number cache. Due to the temporal locality and memory working set, a processor rarely repeats missing on the same memory block many times in a short duration of time. This illustrates the limitation of using caching for improving performance since the area cost can be prohibitively high. Figure 9 breaks the total number of hits into three categories, 1) hit both, a sequence number that is in the sequence number cache and can be predicted; 2) prediction only, a sequence number that is missing in the sequence number cache, but can be predicted; 3) sequence cache only, The results are collected from simulation using a 32KB sequence number cache plus prediction. As seen from the figure, OTP prediction can uncover more performance opportunities lost by the sequence number caching scheme.
IPC improvement using OTP prediction
Increasing prediction rate has a great performance impact on memory-bound benchmarks. For example, without OTP prediction, the average IPC of the selected benchmarks only reaches 82% of IPC of an oracle scenario where every sequence number is cached. In particular, bzip2, mcf, mgrid, twolf, and vpr have their ratios in the range of 60% to 80%. If OTP prediction can achieve ideal 100% prediction rate, the potential performance improvement would be in the range of 20% to 40%. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show normalized IPC performance of large sequence number caches vs. adaptive OTP prediction. The IPC is normalized to the oracle case. As shown, OTP prediction can effectively improve performance. On average, IPC is increased by 18% and 11% for a 256KB L2 and a 1MB L2, respectively. For ten of the fourteen SPEC2000 benchmarks, the improvement is in the range from 15% to 40%. Six benchmarks have their improvements over 20% and two over 30%. For every benchmark, OTP prediction outperforms a 128KB sequence number cache. For average IPC, OTP prediction even performs better than a very large 512KB sequence number cache. The results clearly show the advantage of OTP prediction over a pure sequence number caching.
Consistent with the prediction rate results, sequence number prediction is more effective than caching for overall performance. To achieve similar performance using caching, the required sequence number cache size needs to be unreasonably large, larger than a typical unified L2 cache.
OPTIMIZING OTP PREDICTION
Although adaptive OTP prediction can handle both infrequently and some frequently updated data, our study of prediction rate shows that there is still room for improvement. In this section, we propose and investigate some unique op- 
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Profiling misprediction
First, we conduct profiling studies on OTP misprediction. We found there are two main contributors. One is prediction depth which is equivalent to the number of predictions can be made for each missing line. Profiling studies reveal that some lines are evicted far more often than the others and they are often outside the prediction range. Increasing the prediction depth, i.e. more predictions per line, does not solve the problem as too many predictions will overload the crypto-engine and could lead to negative impact on performance. The second contributor is due to the reset of the root sequence number. After the per-page root sequence number is reset, all the future predictions on cache lines of the same page will use the new root sequence number instead of the old ones that causes predictions of lines using old root sequence numbers to fail.
Two-level prediction
To reduce mispredictions caused by short prediction depth, we introduce a novel range prediction technique to be used in combination with the regular OTP prediction. Regular OTP prediction is good at predicting sequence numbers that are not updated frequently. For example, if the prediction depth is 8 and a cache line has been evicted 23 times. It is not possible for the regular OTP prediction to predict correctly. However, if we divide the distance between each sequence number to its root sequence number into multiple ranges, for instance, four ranges, [1, 8] , [9, 16] , [17, 24] , [25, ∞] and have OTP predictions generated only under a particular range for each sequence number, it will greatly increase the hit rate of OTP prediction without adding pressure to the crypto-engine pipeline. We call this design, Two-level OTP Prediction, with the first level predicting the possible range of a sequence number and the second level using regular OTP prediction in that range. To implement a two-level OTP prediction, range information associated with each cache line needs to be encoded and stored. In fact, the cost of the first level prediction is small. For example, assume that there are four ranges, this information can be encoded with only 2 bits. Under a 4KB page and 32-byte lines, the cost to store range information for all the 128 lines of a page is only 256 bits.
When accessing a sequence number, the secure processor will look up the range prediction table, where each entry of the table stores the range information for all lines in a page. Then the retrieved range information is used by the regular OTP prediction where a number of predicted sequence numbers are inserted to the prediction queue. The starting predicted sequence number is root sequence number + range lower bound, and the last predicted sequence number is root sequence number + range lower bound + prediction depth. When a line is evicted from the processor, its associated entry in the range prediction table is updated.
The additional cost of range prediction is relatively small considering a 64 entry table costs only about 2KB with the benefit of quadruple the effective prediction depth.
Root sequence number history
Per-page root sequence number reset is important to maintain a satisfactory OTP prediction performance. However, resetting and discarding old root sequence numbers may cause predictions on sequence numbers based on discarded root numbers to fail. To prevent misprediction caused by resetting, we introduced a sequence number memoization technique that keeps a certain number of old root sequence numbers (usually very small, 1 or 2 at most) as history. When predicting a missing sequence number, predictions based on both the new root sequence number and the old sequence number(s) are generated. It is important to note that when a dirty cache line is being evicted, the writeback is always encrypted using a new OTP based on the current root sequence number.
Context Based Prediction
Context-based prediction is another OTP prediction optimization that can significantly improve the OTP prediction rate. The idea of context-based prediction is very simple. We use a register called Latest Offset Register (LOR) that records the offset sequence number of the most recent memory access ( = sequence number -root sequence number).
For a new memory fetch, aside from the regular predictions based on the per-page root sequence number, the contextbased OTP prediction mechanism also generates a few more predictions based on the LOR value. In context-based prediction, two sets of prediction are made. The first is our regular prediction using the prediction depth (pred depth). Assume that root(addr) returns the root sequence number associated with fetched data, so the prediction of sequence numbers falls in the range of [root(addr), root(addr)+pred depth], in other words, (pred depth + 1) predictions are generated. The second prediction set uses the LOR value with a prediction swing (pred swing). The prediction falls in the range of [Max(root(addr)+LOR−pred swing, root(addr)), root(addr)+ LOR + pred swing] with a maximum of 2 · pred swing + 1 predictions to be made. In our simulation, the pred depth and pred swing are set to 5 and 3 respectively.
Context-based prediction has far less overhead than Twolevel prediction because it requires only one extra register rather than a range table. Comparing with the regular OTP prediction scheme, the additional cost is almost negligible. However, Context-based prediction does increase the workload on the OTP engine because it generates more predictions. As will be shown, context-based prediction in fact has the best prediction rate among all three prediction schemes.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present performance evaluation of the proposed optimizations for improving OTP prediction rate. We do not report the results for the root sequence number history method since it shows only marginal improvement over the regular OTP prediction scheme.
Two-level and Context based predictions
We use a 4-bit range predictor for each memory block and there are 64 entries in the range prediction table (about 4KB size). The prediction rates of two-level prediction are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 . We can see a significant improvement over the regular OTP prediction. The average prediction rate of two-level prediction is almost 96% with a 256KB L2 and 95% with 1MB. Comparing with results in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , two-level OTP prediction using only 4KB range prediction table actually outperforms both the 128KB and 512KB sequence number cache settings. However, the best prediction performance is achieved by context-based prediction. For nearly all benchmark programs, context-based prediction attains almost perfect prediction rate.
The prediction rate using a large L2 is often smaller than the prediction rate using smaller L2 size. Since a large L2 typically reduces memory traffic, the number of predictions made with a larger L2 is usually far less than that of a smaller one. In terms of absolute number of miss predictions, larger L2 has less number of overall misses than smaller L2. Figure 14 shows the absolute number of predictions. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show normalized IPC results for two-level and context-based predictions. Both two-level and context-based predictions achieve better performance over their regular counterpart. Using 256KB L2, for some benchmarks such as ammp, bzip2, twolf, and vpr, the improvement is about 7%. With 1MB L2, the improvement is about 4% for a number of benchmarks including applu, bzip2, mgrid, swim, twolf and vpr. For most benchmarks, context-based prediction outperforms two-level prediction. Note that context-based prediction also generates more predictions than two-level prediction. Considering the extra range table cost of two-level prediction, context-based prediction is a better choice because on average, it delivers better performance with far less hardware requirement.
RELATED WORK
Sequence number caching
Caching sequence numbers or time stamps required for decryption was proposed in [20, 25] . In this paper, we have compared the difference between caching and our scheme. In contrast to caching, OTP prediction does not use any onchip cache (either dedicated or shared) for storing sequence numbers of cache lines that might be used in the future. As we showed, OTP prediction has better performance with much less area overhead.
Memory Pre-decryption
Prefetch is a mature technique for latency hiding [5, 2, 22, 23] . When memory is encrypted, a prefetched cache line can be pre-decrypted as shown recently [17] . Prefetch and predecryption can cause cache pollution if the pre-decrypted data are stored in the regular caches. Furthermore, prefetch and pre-decryption can increase workload on the front side bus and memory controller if they become too aggressive. Different from pre-decryption, OTP prediction fetches only those lines absolutely required, thus no throttling on the bus. However, memory pre-decryption and OTP prediction are orthogonal techniques. A hybrid approach can be designed for further performance improvement.
Value prediction
Value prediction can be applied to tolerate memory latency [14, 24] . OTP prediction is different from value prediction because value prediction does not specifically address the issue of sequence number fetch on the critical path of memory decryption. Another major difference between these two techniques is the source of predictability. Sequence number predictability mainly relies on the spatial and temporal coherence of the number of times cache lines are updated.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces an OTP prediction and precomputation mechanism for hiding decryption latency in counter mode security architectures. In addition, we propose and evaluate several novel optimization techniques to further improve the performance of OTP prediction. The proposed adaptive OTP prediction improves performance of memorybound applications significantly over prior sequence number caching method with a much smaller area overhead. Without any extra on-chip cache, our adaptive OTP prediction can achieve an average of 82% OTP prediction rate for both infrequently and frequently updated memory. For several memory-bound SPEC benchmark programs, the IPC im- 
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provement is in the range of 15% to 40%. In addition to the regular prediction technique, Two-level OTP prediction is proposed to further improve the prediction rate from 82% to 96%. Finally, we propose a context-based OTP prediction that performs even better than two-level prediction. It also outperforms the caching scheme with a very large 512KB sequence number cache. Two-level and context-based predictions can provide additional 7% IPC improvement on top of the regular OTP prediction. To summarize, with a minimal area overhead, our techniques succeed in achieving significant performance improvement for counter mode encrypted memory architectures. We envision that OTP prediction would help in making encrypted memory secure processors more practical in the future.
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